After breakfast, travel to YuanJiaJie by the highest and fastest open elevator (Hundred Dragon Elevator) in the world. Mainly scenic spots of YuanJiaJie include Back Garden, Mihun Stage and the “First Bridge in the World”. In the afternoon, continue journey to the Helong Park, following by visit to XiHai. Then we ride a cable car to the summit of TianZi Mountain. As we reach close to the summit at 4,000 feet above sea level, we can get a full view of the pillar-peaks rising out of an ocean of clouds. Then visit to Silk Factory and Pearl Jewelry Shop.

After breakfast, start tour to ChangSha and continue journey to Bamboo Slips Museum. Architectural style of the form of a combination of the Wei and Jin Dynasties, the high buildings and the modern landscape architecture style, the new premises of architectural forms, lighting effects and continue to visit Revolutionary Garden for roaming and wandering. Then will transfer to Hunan embroidery research institute for visit. After dinner, free shopping at ChangSha Shopping Street.

After breakfast, visit to cave is one of China's many limestone caves ~ Dragon King Cave. Then continue our tour to ShiLiHuaLang (painted corridor). This is a Gallery of 5 kilometers of ten point one steps scene. After this visit to Knife Shop and Traditional Tea Art. Then proceed to BaoFeng Lake for scenic and ride boat cruise to enjoy unforgettable sightseeing tour.

08 CHANGSHA / TRANSIT CITY / MALAYSIA (BL)

After breakfast, transfer back to Malaysia via transit City by domestic flight, bringing with your beautiful souvenirs and sweet memories of your tour.

**SPECIAL ARRANGE**
- **MT. TIANZI** (CABLECAR INCLUDED)
- **ZHANGJIAJIE SHILIHUALANG** (2 WAYS MINI TRAIN)
- **MOUNTAIN TIANMEN** (CABLECAR INCLUDED)

**VISIT YUANJIAJIE BY HIGHEST & FASTER OPEN ELEVATOR HUNDRED DRAGON ELEVATOR**

**TOUR FARE:**

DEPARTURE DATE: 18/10, 03/11, 23/11, 05/12